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Quotes about curley's wife dream

we'll push and ride the American River and cement the goldContoh American Dream/materialismApabila Candy talk they both jump as if they've been caught doing something understandableDreaming a little small small smallerEver'body wants a little piece lan'. Nobody never got to heaven, and nobody got ground. This american Dream reality show will have
little homeWhill George and Lennieboleh being in the film, an' has a nice outfit' live from the lan fatta'... An' has a Copyright rabbit Dipity.com wife of the American dream is to become a famous actress in Hollywood. He says he'll put me in the film. Let's say I'm natural. Soon he returned to Hollywood he would write to me about it. It is clear that Curley's wife is
desperately lonely and her dream is to have many friends. Her dreams cannot be cashed in unless she finds freedom from her controlling husband, Curley. He is dominated by fear and ultimately gives up hope in achieving the American Dream. Click here to return to the homepage. For Leah and Fernanda's email question How did Curley's wife be pictured?
He had rouged lips, he made a lot and had red nails, mules and ostrich feathers. She often wears red that symbolizes her outgoing character and sexuality. He was first described as a girl rather than a woman What are the 5 insults used to describe Curley's wife? 1)rat trap2)prison bait3)bitch4)tart5)tramp What does Curley's wife say about herself, Lennie,
crooks and candy? That they are all weak on the farm:1)Candy- old and disabled 2)Himself - a woman of 3)Crooks- a black man (isolated)4)Lennie- isn't so clever How do we know that they live in a sexist society from how she talks about her dreams? A man supposedly a director says that he is natural and that he can put in pitchers but he never got a letter
back from him which he claimed was hiding from him. However readers can assume that the man simply said this had sexual intercourse with him. How do we know that Curley's wife is a unpretententic character from how she carries her body? 1) he put his hands behind him and leaned against the door frame so that his body was thrown forward2nd) he
dropped his fingers and put his hands on his hipsDia always trying to showcase his figure as he was lonely. How do we know that Curley's wife is simply with a curley for money? When he talked to the crooks and candy he complained about him saying' what he was going to do to the man he didn't Why would you say that Curley's wife was living with bad
faith? She says surely I should be husban' when she's stupid in' the aroun' with the other guys, causing trouble. Cannot see himself clearly but can see all the mistakes of others. Why it's notable that Curley's wife is described as a rat rat Curley was described as a dirty little rat and she was described as a rat trap. This is important because it shows that both
are equally bad couples with each other, but also because he is this trap of Imagining that he uses it for a better life. Why is her hair described as a cluster of mat rolls, like sausages? It is fully described but not poeticly as a sausage is something that a man on the farm will see before and can relate to. Cross-reference: when he dies his curse is described as
a small sausage What are the two things Curley's wife says has double meaning? I better see some other places - can mean looking in a different place for Curley or that when her husband is no she can find/in other menTiada who can blame someone for finding it - can mean they can't blame her for finding her husband but can also mean she can't blame
them for seeing her. Why don't we blame Lennie for The Curley's wife's death? 1) when she was with her she looked close to see if she impressed her - always trying to impress another man)she said for her to see how soft her hair was and started screaming when she didn't let go. This is his fault because he knows that he is like a child and loves nice things
pets. How was he described as innocent at the death by how he was described? Her face returned to being sweet and young and dissatisfaction and pain for the attention of all going from her face. What was Simile used when Curley's wife died who was also used earlier in the novel for Curley? What can be concluded by the fact that Curley's wife has no
name? He is the possession of Curley, who regards it as a sexual object. This was made clear when it was said that Curley wore vaseline-filled gloves to [keep] soft-handed for his wife What did Curley's wife represent? The role of women and their fate in the sexist community at the time - 1937She also represented a lonely theme along with crooks - she was
the only woman on the farm & isolated - so she didn't have anything better to do than use her beauty to play around and attract other farm workers What dramatic functions is Curley's wife? His death marks the end of the dream and wife of Boyfriend George and Lennie connected to the Night in Eden Park as she brings evil into the man's life by tempting
them - for example when she temptedLennie to attack her hair that led to her death and Dream Answered by Jack W #443119 on 5/11/2015 5:12 PM This is my reaction that I did for past paper questions. if you need to use my work please credit me to please. Thank you Jack Whitbread 2015 (a) Explore how language in extract influences your view of
Curley's wife and his dreams. You must include an example of a language feature in your response. (16 Marks) Steinbeck uses a lot of adverbs to how Curley's wife spoke. For example, fast, caution. Steinbeck used these adverbs to show that Curley's wife spoke quite quickly but also watched what she said because she probably couldn't 100% of Lennie's
beliefs but as we read on us learned that she started trusting Lennie as she opened up to her about her feelings and dreams. This adverbs give readers the thought that Curley's wife is in a hurry to say something this might be because she has been trying to talk to someone for a long time and now that she has a chance she will say everything she can.  
Steinbeck made Curley's wife sound like he was trying to convince himself that his dreams could come true. We see this when the book says. I'm not going to be Livin' like this, you bet.'. Because Curley's wife says you bet to the end of her sentence could mean that she tries to make herself believe that her dreams can come true. This makes readers feel
sorry for Curley's wife because she wants life in Hollywood but can't because she has now been married to Curley and she can't talk to people on the farm she won't have the opportunity to get to Hollywood because Curley won't let her.   Steinbeck used a repetition to make Curley's wife look desperate for his dream to come true. We saw this when Steinbeck
said, An' had a nice outfit he repeated this 3 more times on the same page. This is because Curley's wife tries to make herself feel bad about herself because at the moment she lives on a farm with all the men and no woman has a husband that she doesn't like and no chance of getting her dreams to come true in the future.   Steinbeck used a word of work
to make Curley's wife look lower for a second split. We saw this when looking at the saying, He demanded, 'are you listening'?'. The workwalk is claimed to show that Curley's wife is being authoritative as she asks Lennie a question. This makes readers feel too much by Curley's wife and makes us feel that she can stand alone because she can brush while
asking simple questions. Questions.
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